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- Farsi translation forthcoming 2012
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(iii) **Journal Articles and Book Chapters**

(*refereed journal; #invited paper)


**“Text, Rhetoric, Culture: Some Futures for English.” *Critical Quarterly* 43: 1 (Spring 2001). 5-18.**


**“Cultural Studies and the Neoliberal Imagination.” *Yale Journal of Criticism*, 12:2 (Fall 1999). 423-30.**


(Reprinted from *Marxism and Literary History*.)


   - reprinted at http://www.rmit.edu.au/browse;ID=rips1bervzo;STATUS=A;SECTION=4;PAGE_AUTHOR=David%20Barison


- Reprinted at http://wwwmcc.murdoch.edu.au/ReadingRoom/serial/AJCS/1.1/Frow.html


#“Reading as System and as Practice.” Comparative Criticism Yearbook, No. 5. Cambridge University Press, 1983. 87-105.


(iv) Reviews and miscellaneous pieces


[http://www.api-network.com/cgi-bin/reviews/jrbview.cgi?n=1864032561](http://www.api-network.com/cgi-bin/reviews/jrbview.cgi?n=1864032561)


